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Magneto-optical spectra of the split nickel-vacancy defect in diamond
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Nickel is a common impurity in high-pressure high-temperature diamond and may contaminate chemical
vapor deposited diamond used for high-power electronics or quantum technology applications. Magneto-optical
fingerprints of nickel have been known since decades, however, no consensus has been reached about the
microscopic origins of nickel-related electron paramagnetic resonance, photoluminescence, and optically de-
tected magnetic resonance spectra. The unknown nickel-related defect structures in diamond make it difficult to
control them or harness them for a given application. As a consequence, nickel is considered as an impurity in
diamond that should be avoided or its concentration should be minimized. Recent advances in the development
of ab initio magneto-optical spectroscopy have significantly increased its accuracy and predictive power that
can be employed for identification and in-depth characterization of paramagnetic color centers in diamond. In
this study, we extend the accuracy of the ab initio magneto-optical spectroscopy tools towards self-consistent
calculation of second-order spin-orbit coupling for paramagnetic color centers in solids. We apply the full
arsenal of the ab initio magneto-optical spectroscopy tools to characterize the split nickel-vacancy defect in
diamond which is one of the most stable nickel-related defect configurations. As a result, electron paramagnetic
resonance and optical centers are positively identified in various charge states of the nickel-vacancy defect in
diamond. In particular, the 1.40-eV optical center and the NIRIM-2 electron paramagnetic resonance center
are identified as the single negative charge state of the split nickel-vacancy center. The defect possesses S = 1

2
spin state with an orbital doublet ground state. We find that the coherence time of the ground-state spin is
about 0.1 ms at cryogenic temperatures which can be optically initialized and readout by a �-scheme protocol.
Since the defect has inversion symmetry the optical signal is insensitive to the stray electric fields, which is an
advantage for creating indistinguishable solid-state single-photon sources. We predict that the negatively charged
nickel-vacancy defect has similar optical properties to those of the well-known silicon-vacancy defect in diamond
but is superior in terms of electron spin coherence times. Our study resolves a few decades controversy about
the nickel-related spectroscopy centers in diamond and turns nickel from an impurity to a resource in quantum
technology applications.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.3.043052

I. INTRODUCTION

Nickel is a typical contaminant in high-pressure high-
temperature (HPHT) diamonds that produced fingerprints in
various nickel-related optical and electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) centers in diamond [1–3]. However, most of the
assignments of the optical and EPR centers to defect structures
were only tentative. The advance in the accurate charac-
terization of defects in solids by means of first-principles
calculations makes possible to identify the origin of these
centers by comparing the experimental and ab initio magneto-
optical spectra as demonstrated for color centers in diamond
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[4–6]. It has been recently found in a joint experimental and
theoretical study [7] that the split nickel-vacancy complex
produces photocurrent signals which could be a potential
readout technique for the electron [8–11] and nuclear spins
[12,13] of nickel defects in diamond. In this paper, we
determine the magneto-optical properties of the split nickel-
vacancy complex by means of ab initio calculations and
associate those to the already reported nickel-related optical
and EPR signals. By identification of the nickel-related para-
magnetic color centers, one can identify the target defect spins
for quantum technology applications and can mediate under-
standing the role of nickel in the HPHT diamond synthesis
process.

The first EPR center that was associated with nickel (Ni)
in diamond was the W8 center reported in 1966 [14]. The
presence of Ni in W8 center was unambiguously proven by
hyperfine satellites of isotopically 61Ni-enriched HPHT dia-
monds [15]. Careful EPR studies on the W8 center revealed
the S = 3

2 spin state with 13C hyperfine structure of four equiv-
alent carbon atoms with no zero-field splitting and isotropic
g factor in the EPR spectrum. These findings concluded a
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Td symmetry of the defect and led to the negatively charged
Ni substitutional defect model Ni−s , which was supported by
atomistic calculations [16–21]. Thus, the EPR center of Nis
defect is well identified and not considered further in this
study. We further note that the W8 EPR center is associated
with the 2.51-eV absorption line [22–24] and the 2.56-eV pho-
toluminescence (PL) [25,26] and optically detected magnetic
resonance (ODMR) [25,26] centers.

Numerous other EPR, PL, and absorption centers were
associated with the nickel impurity in diamond [2,3] but often
with contradicting assignments based on tentative assump-
tions. According to previous ab initio calculations, the nickel
interstitial has very high formation energy [27] (over 10 eV)
with relatively low barrier energy (∼0.7 eV) [28] for diffu-
sion, therefore, it is unlikely to appear in HPHT diamonds
or Ni-contaminated diamonds after any thermal treatments.
Depending on the position of the Fermi level in diamond,
the Nis and NiV defects are the most stable forms of nickel
impurity in diamond in the absence of other impurities [27].
As a consequence, the association of EPR and optical centers
with Ni interstitials defects in diamond should be reconsidered
and might be the fingerprint of NiV defects. Therefore, we
briefly summarize those Ni-related EPR and optical centers
below that were associated with Ni interstitial and NiV defects
in diamond.

One of the most prominent fingerprints of Ni impurity
in diamond is the 1.4-eV PL center. Collins and Spear [29]
measured 3.3-meV splitting in absorption for the zero-phonon
line (ZPL) at 1.4 eV, whereas 2.9-meV doublet was ob-
served in the cathodoluminescence spectra, and they derived
2.5 ± 0.1 meV activation energy from Boltzmann temperature
dependence of the intensity of the doublet peaks. The splitting
was later observed in high-quality PL spectra and yielded at
2.8 ± 0.1 meV [30]. The 1.4-eV PL center was correlated
with the NIRIM-2 EPR center in diamond [29,31,32]. The
NIRIM-2 EPR center has S = 1

2 electron spin with an axially
symmetric g‖ = 2.3285, g⊥ = 0 gyromagnetic tensor [33].
The EPR center was tentatively assigned to the positively
charged interstitial Ni defect [27,33–35]. The 1.4-eV optical
center was also detected in magnetic circular dichroism of the
optical absorption (MCDA) measurements [36]. Aside from
the 1.4-eV signal, a 1.06-eV signal was also observed with
sharing the same trigonal symmetry along the 〈111〉 axis.

Another clear optical signal in Ni-contaminated diamonds
appears at 418 nm [37–39]. The 418-nm ZPL line splits into
two individual lines at low temperatures (below 90 K) by
10 meV at 2.964 and 2.974 eV (Ref. [37]). We note that
the excited state exhibits unusually long lifetime of 40 μs
for T � 15 K temperatures that may indicate a forbidden
optical transition. Furthermore, the 2.964-eV PL peak is found
to be ODMR active [39] by applying 0.84 . . . 1.02 T exter-
nal magnetic fields and 36 GHz microwave excitation under
325-nm illumination. Both the exceptionally long lifetime and
the ODMR phenomena were associated with the existence of
triplet levels between the singlet levels [37].

The NIRIM-5 EPR center was observed in boron-doped
and Ni-contaminated diamonds [40–42] and this EPR center
might be correlated with the 418-nm PL center [42]. We note
that the NIRIM-5 EPR center [43] is identical to the NOL1
EPR center [40,41] in the literature. The NOL1/NIRIM-5

EPR center has S = 1 electron spin with an axially symmetric
g‖ = 2.0235, g⊥ = 2.002 gyromagnetic tensor with the par-
allel direction along the 〈111〉 direction. Furthermore, they
observed a zero-field splitting (D) at 170 GHz (0.707 meV)
which they interpreted so that the ms = ±1 spin level has
deeper energy than that of the ms = 0 spin level, i.e., the
sign of the D is negative. The interpretation of the hyperfine
satellite lines in the EPR spectrum varies in the literature:
they were either tentatively attributed to 11B isotopes with
claiming a boron-nickel complex as the origin [42] or to the
combination of 13C and 61Ni nuclear spins with claiming the
NiV defect as the origin [41].

Recent experimental photocurrent measurements together
with ab initio calculations in nickel-contaminated diamonds
concluded that the photocurrent thresholds at around 1.2 eV
[41,44] and 1.9 eV [7] are associated with the first and second
acceptor levels of NiV defect [7]. The neutral NiV, NiV0,
is visible upon illumination of blue light in those diamond
samples [7]. In that study, the NiV0 was associated with the
1.22-eV absorption line [7] which is a bound exciton state
with the hole split from the valence band. Furthermore, the
NiV0 was tentatively assigned to the NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR
center based on the calculated S = 1 ground state and 61Ni
and 13C hyperfine constants. Boron doping is necessary to
measure NiV0 in dark by EPR because the Fermi level should
be below ∼(EV + 1.25 eV), where EV is the valence band
maximum of diamond.

Another fingerprint of Ni in diamond is the NE4 EPR
center with S = 1

2 electron spin [36,45]. It was proven [46]
that NE4 EPR center is identical to AB1 EPR center [47–49]
in the literature, and we use the NE4 label in the context.
The g tensor (g⊥ = 2.0923 ± 0.0002, g‖ = 2.0027 ± 0.0002)
of the NE4 center is anisotropic, which indicates an effec-
tive spin-orbit interaction. However, the hyperfine structure
is unresolved for NE4, to the best of our knowledge. MCDA
measurements clearly connected the NE4 EPR center to the
1.72-eV optical center [36]. The 1.72-eV absorption line splits
to a doublet at 1.72- and 1.75-eV peaks where the latter is
a vibronic level originating from the vibration of Ni atom
[50]. These measurements also revealed a thermally activated
spin-orbit fine structure with a splitting of 4.7 meV [50].
Tentative assignments for the origin of NE4 center are NiV−

(Refs. [27,51–53]) and Ni+s (Ref. [36]). These assignments are
clearly contradicting to previous assignment of the NiV defect
to other EPR and/or optical centers.

Here we note that the assignment of NE4 EPR center to
NiV defect was also driven from another argument in the
literature. In HPHT diamonds with high nitrogen impurity
concentration it was observed that consecutive annealing pro-
cesses at ∼1800–1900 K [3] led to the series of EPR centers
labeled by NE1-NE9 with reducing the EPR intensity of W8
and NE4 centers [3]. It was argued [1,50,51,54] that the
process can be described by conversion of Ni−s (W8 EPR
center) to NE4 EPR center by capturing a vacancy (NiV−

split nickel-vacancy defect) as the first step. Next, the six
carbon dangling bonds near the NiV defect are replaced by
respective one (NE7 EPR center), two (NE1 and NE5 EPR
centers), three (NE2, NE3, and NE9 EPR centers), and four
(NE8 EPR center) nitrogen atoms in the annealing stages, so
the concentration of NE4 EPR center is greatly reduced in
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the process. The NE1, NE5, NE2, NE3, NE9, and NE8 EPR
centers were tentatively identified with using the number of
observed 13C and 14N hyperfine lines in the spectra.

We further note that NE4* EPR center with S = 1 elec-
tron spin and isotropic g = 2.0039(1) was reported [55]. In
this EPR center, the zero-field splitting is D = 35.8(1) mT
(1.052 GHz or 3.89 μeV). A theoretical study associated the
NE4* EPR center with NiV0 (Ref. [27]) based on the rela-
tively good agreement between the calculated (60 MHz) and
observed (79 MHz) 13C hyperfine splitting which contradicts
to the assignment of NiV0 to NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR center [7].
We note that various PL centers with ZPL energies at 1.83,
1.92, 2.02, 2.1, and 2.2 eV were observed in the diamond
samples where the NE4* EPR center was present [55]. We
note that 61Ni hyperfine satellites were not seen in EPR, thus,
nickel presence in NE4* is not proven unambiguously in
Ref. [55].

The brief summary of previous studies on Ni-related de-
fects in diamond shows that NiV defect plays a crucial role
in Ni-contaminated diamonds but there are conflicting inter-
pretations about their fingerprints in the optical and electron
paramagnetic resonance spectra. We apply here ab initio cal-
culations to characterize the magneto-optical spectrum of NiV
defect in diamond. We organize the paper by the following
sections. First, we describe the theoretical method in Sec. II.
Next, we show our ab initio results on the NiV center in
Sec. III. We discuss our results in Sec. IV. We conclude in
our study that the 1.4-eV PL center and the corresponding
NIRIM-2 EPR center are associated with the NiV− defect. We
show in Sec. IV D that NiV− can act as a qubit with favorable
properties. Finally, we summarize our paper in Sec. V. The
derivation of methodological advances as well as the discus-
sion of the origin of the NE4 center is given in the Appendixes.

II. METHODOLOGY

We characterize the nickel-vacancy defects by plane-wave
supercell calculations within spin-polarized density functional
theory (DFT) as implemented in the VASP code [56]. We
determine the electronic structure within Born-Oppenheimer
approximation where the ions are treated as classical particles.
By moving these ions into various positions, i.e., config-
urational coordinate, the adiabatic potential energy surface
(APES) can be mapped, where the global energy minimum
corresponds to a special position of ions, which is also
called optimized geometry. The geometry corresponding to
the global energy minimum of APES for a given electronic
configuration can be found by minimizing the quantum me-
chanical forces acting on the ions where we set a threshold at
10−2 eV/Å.

We embed the NiV defect in a 512-atom diamond supercell
and sample the Brillouin zone at the � point. We use the
projector augmented-wave method (PAW) [57,58] as imple-
mented in VASP. We use the standard PAW projector for carbon
ions and such PAW projector for nickel ion which includes the
4p atomic orbitals as valence. We apply a cutoff of 370 eV for
the plane-wave basis. We calculate the excited states with the
constrained-occupation DFT method (�SCF method) [59].
Generally, we use the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) hy-
brid functional [60,61] which reproduces the experimental

band gap and the charge transition levels in diamond or other
group-IV semiconductors within 0.1 eV accuracy [62,63]. We
use the charge correction as we described in Ref. [64] in
Sec. III A which is based on Makov and Payne [65] with the
correction from Lany and Zunger [66].

We employ the Huang-Rhys theory [67] to calculate the
phonon sideband of the optical spectrum [4,68]. The phonons
are calculated within the semilocal Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) [69] functional but the respective optimized geometry
of the ground and excited states within HSE06 functional.

We determine the energy levels of the e ⊗ E Jahn-Teller
system for NiV− in Sec. III C 1 by a numerical code im-
plemented in GNU octave that we describe in Refs. [4,70].
Additionally, we use a similar code for the (e ⊗ e) ⊗ E prod-
uct Jahn-Teller system [71–73] to determine the fine polaronic
structure of NiV2− in Sec. III D.

The spin-orbit energies and the effective electron or-
bital moment within scalar-relativistic approximation and
within the PAW sphere of all ions are calculated at fixed
geometries as obtained from the spin-polarized geometry
optimization calculations in VASP. The spin quantization
axis is fixed along the trigonal symmetry axis of the
defect.

We calculated the hyperfine coupling parameters between
the nuclei and electrons spins as implemented in the VASP

code [74]. It is highly important to obtain an accurate spin
density around the core of the ions, therefore, the numerical
parameters are adapted to this end. We applied an increased
plane-wave cutoff of 600 eV in the hyperfine tensor calcula-
tions. Furthermore, the core polarization hyperfine terms from
Ni core orbitals are significant [75], thus, we treated the Ni 3s,
3p, 4s, 3d , 4p orbitals as valence electrons (i.e., Ni_sv_GW
PAW projector) and determined the spin polarization of 1s,
2s as core orbitals. We included the core spin polariza-
tion in the Fermi contact term within the frozen valence
approximation [76].

III. RESULTS

A. Electronic structure and possible charge states

The split-vacancy configuration and the electronic struc-
ture of nickel-vacancy defect are similar to those of silicon-
vacancy and other group-IV impurity-vacancy complexes that
have been recently analyzed in detail [4,77]. The commonality
of these centers arises from the fact that the impurity ion sits
at the inversion center of two adjacent vacancies with creating
six carbon dangling bonds that provide the electrical, optical,
and magnetic activities of the centers within D3d symmetry.
In NiV defect, the d orbitals play an additional role beside the
carbon dangling bonds [27,53] that we summarize below.

The six-dimensional configuration space of the six carbon
dangling bonds around the Ni atom gives rise to the following
states in ascending energy order: (a2

1g a2
2u e4

g e2
u), where g and

u are the even- and odd-parity characters of the corresponding
wave functions. The a1g, a2u, eg orbitals are completely filled
closed shells in the valence band. The remaining eu orbital is
occupied by two electrons in the neutral charge state that gives
S = 1 spin for the system with |3A2g〉 multiplet state (see Fig. 1
for details).
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FIG. 1. (a) Kohn-Sham levels of neutral, negative, and doubly negative NiV defects near the band edges of diamond. We denote the ab
initio charge transition levels on the left. We also denote the excitation process and the Kohn-Sham levels of optically excited NiV− (1.4 eV)
and NiV2− (2.97 eV) centers. Additionally, we show photoionization process for NiV0 defect (1.22 eV), where an electron at VBM (valence
band maximum) is excited into the eg level, thus transforming it into the NiV− in the process. VB and CB correspond to valence band and
conduction band, respectively. (b) Visualization of single-particle Kohn-Sham wave functions. The gray ball depicts the impurity atom, while
the black balls depict the six first-neighbor carbon atoms. The real (|ex〉, |ey〉) degenerate orbitals can be transformed to the complex (|e+〉,
|e−〉) combinations as |e±〉 = 1√

2
[|ex〉 ± i|ey〉] (see details in Ref. [4]) to show the effective Lz = ±1 orbital moment of the wave functions.

We note that the Ni 3d atomic orbitals significantly couples to |eg〉 while |eu〉 shows significant Ni 3p and 4p characters too. These Ni atomic
orbitals are mainly responsible for the spin-orbit coupling in |eg〉 and |eu〉.

One might notice that there is an additional unoccupied
eg orbital at higher energy in Fig. 1(a). Nickel 3d atomic
orbitals split to a1g ⊕ eg ⊕ eg levels in D3d crystal field and
they are allowed to mix with the eg carbon dangling bond
state. Consequently, the bonding eg orbital is fully occupied
and deeply confined in the valence band but the antibonding
variant is resonant with the conduction band minimum (CBM)
as we depict in Fig. 1(b).

The NiV defect in diamond exists in three different charge
states as was previously found [7]. The (0|−) charge transi-
tion occurs at EV + 1.22 eV and the (−|2−) is at EVBM +
1.92 eV. We show the charge transition levels visually in
Fig. 1(a).

We show the detailed results for NiV0, NiV−, and NiV2−,
respectively. We determine the spin-orbit-induced zero-field
splitting tensor for the spin-triplet NiV0 defect in Sec. III B 1
which identifies the corresponding NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR cen-
ter. The excitation energies between the localized states are
also given in Sec. III B 2. The ground state of NiV−,
|2Eu〉, is simultaneously Jahn-Teller and spin-orbit active (see
Sec. III C 1 for details). We derive the anisotropic g factors
directly from ab initio calculations for NiV− in Sec. III C 2.
According to our results, there is an optical excitation process
between the eu ↔ a1g orbitals, where the a1g is strongly local-
ized to the Ni 3d atomic orbital. Section III C 3 describes the
results on this process. Additionally, we describe the results
about the excitation pathways of NiV2− defect in Sec. III D,
where the excited state can be constructed by promoting an
electron from the fully occupied eu level to the empty an-
tibonding eg level resonant with the conduction band [see
Fig. 1(a)].

B. NiV0 defect

We provide a description about the ground and excited
states of the neutral NiV defect where we apply a new the-
ory in the calculation of the zero-field splitting (ZFS) going
beyond the usual first-order perturbation theory.

1. Ground state and spin Hamiltonian

NiV0 has S = 1 ground state as the eu orbital occupied
by two electrons in p-type diamond forming a |3A2g〉 ground
state. In D3d symmetry, the dipolar electron spin–electron spin
interaction (DSS) splits the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 levels with
no external magnetic field, i.e., ZFS. Since the spin density
is mostly localized on the carbon dangling bonds in third-
neighbor distance the strength of this interaction is relatively
small, about 0.89 GHz or 0.004 meV (see Ref. [7]). Spin-orbit
interaction can also contribute to ZFS labeled as DLS. We
show below that the spin-orbit energy is in the order of meV
for NiV defects, thus, it may significantly contribute to ZFS
even in the second order. Next, we discuss this issue.

The magnitude of ZFS, D, can be described as D = DSS +
DLS. In D3d symmetry, the D has the following form:

D̂ = D
(
Ŝ2

z − 1
3 S(S + 1)

)
, (1)

resulting in a D energy gap between the ms = ±1 and 0
sublevels. If D is positive, then the ms = ±1 level is above that
of ms = 0. We developed a theory and method to calculate the
self-consistent total energy of the system in the ms = ±1 and
0 states, where the latter can be achieved by rotation of the
unpaired electron spins by 90◦ in the spin-orbit calculations
(see Appendix A). We emphasize that this methodology goes
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beyond the usual first-order perturbation theory of the ZFS
calculation because it allows for the relaxation of orbitals as
a function of the spin state. We obtain D = 0.73 meV by this
procedure. As the strength of DSS is two orders of magnitude
smaller, the ZFS should originate from spin-orbit interaction,
which is discussed next.

As the effective angular moment of 3A2g state is zero, the
spin-orbit interaction will not split the spin sublevels in the
first order. In the second order, the | 3A2g〉 can interact spin
selectively with the higher level singlet states. In particular,
| 1Eg〉 and | 1A1g〉 singlet states exist from the e(2)

u electronic
configuration, which is similar to the SiV0 defect (see the Sup-
plemental Material in Ref. [78]). The ms = 0 state of | 3A2g〉
can only interact with | 1A1g〉 (see Ref. [78]). By calculating
the energy gap between these electronic states (�) and the
spin-orbit coupling (λ0), the perturbative approach yields the
formula (see Appendix B)

Dperb
LS = λ2

0

�
, (2)

and Dperb
LS = 0.79 meV with � = 680 meV and λ0 =

23.2 meV which well explains the order of magnitude ob-
tained by the fully self-consistent approach. Our derivation
also highlights the importance of HSE06 functional because �

is greatly underestimated by the PBE functional, which results
in too large D constant in the self-consistent approach by PBE
(see Appendix B).

Our results provide further strong evidence that the
NOL1/NIMIR-5 EPR center is NiV0 defect in which they
derived |D| = 0.707 meV ZFS in the experiments [40,41], and
NE4* EPR center can be clearly disregarded for the origin of
NiV0 which has three orders of magnitude smaller D constant.
On the other hand, we propose a positive sign for the D
constant in NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR center which goes against
the proposition in Refs. [40,41]. We provide further arguments
for the identification in the Discussion section (Sec. IV A).

2. Excited states

We calculated the 3A1g to 3Eu optical transition energy
which results in 1.66 eV with 72.4 meV Jahn-Teller energy in
the 3Eu excited state. The 3Eu excited state can be described
as promoting an electron from a1g level resonant with the
valence band to the eu level in the gap. This excitation energy
is significantly larger than that of the calculated acceptor level
at EV + 1.22 eV, i.e., larger than the ionization threshold. The
strong optical ZPL resonance at 1.22 eV in the absorption
spectrum [7] should be associated with the bound exciton
states where the NiV− defect loosely binds a hole split from
the valence band maximum. Recently, such excited states have
been identified in SiV0 defect [79], where the calculation
of optically active states and the corresponding levels is a
highly challenging task (see Supplementary Materials in Ref.
[79]), and it is beyond the scope of this study. The possible
fingerprint of the optical excitation from the resonant defect
state is discussed in Sec. IV A.

As we claimed in the previous section, | 1Eg〉 and | 1A1g〉
singlet states occur too. Our HSE06 DFT calculations (see
Appendix A and Ref. [80]) tentatively predict these levels at
0.21 and 0.68 eV above the triplet level. These states may play

FIG. 2. (a) Supercell size (L) dependence of ab initio intrinsic
spin-orbit coupling λ0 (black curve) in NiV− (see Sec. III C 2
for details). We use the λg/u parameters (black and red curves) to
approximate the NiV2− system (see Sec. III B 2 and Appendix C).
(b) Kohn-Sham orbitals of NiV− system by means of PBE functional
and applied spin-orbit coupling.

a role in the nonradiative decay process from the optically
allowed excited states and the spin-flip process of the ground-
state electron spin of NiV0 defect [78].

C. NiV− defect

We continue the investigation with the negatively charged
NiV defect. We first discuss its electronic gound state, its ef-
fective spin Hamiltonian, and finally the optical excited state.

1. Spin-orbit coupling and electron-phonon coupling

Here we focus on the 2Eu ground state. The ground state
exhibits spin-orbit splitting according to our ab initio calcula-
tions. We note that the 2Eu multiplet splits into two individual
Kramers doublet in a double-group representation of D3d .
That is, the (e↑

u+; e↓
u−) spin orbitals with effective Jz = ± 3

2
total angular momentum exhibit higher total energy than that
of the low moment Jz = ± 1

2 configurations (e↓
u+; e↑

u−) by the
intrinsic λ0 energy. We labeled here the respective spin-up
and spin-down states by arrows. The splitting occurs at zero
magnetic field. We computed the strength of intrinsic spin-
orbit coupling with a procedure as described in our previous
study [4], where we find little change in the calculated λ0 as
a function of supercell size (see Fig. 2) because of dominant
and large spin-orbit field of the Ni ion.

The system exhibits eu ⊗ Eg Jahn-Teller instability that
reduces the observable zero-field splitting. The intrinsic λ0

has to be multiplied by the Ham vibronic reduction fac-
tor p as we described in our previous work [4,70]. We
solved the eu ⊗ Eg Jahn-Teller–type electron-phonon Hamil-
tonian and obtained p = 0.124 Ham reduction factor by
diagonalizing the following Hamiltonian up to 15-phonon
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limit,

Ĥ = h̄ω(a†
X aX + a†

Y aY + 1) + F (X̂ σ̂z − Ŷ σ̂x ) + G[(X̂ 2 − Ŷ 2)σ̂z + 2X̂Ŷ σ̂x], (3)

where the X̂ , Ŷ = (a†
X,Y + aX,Y )/

√
2 configurational coordi-

nates (X,Y ) describe a two-dimensional quantum harmonic
oscillator with frequency ω. The F and G parameters de-
scribe the linear and quadratic orbital-vibronic interaction.
We obtain the latter parameters from the equations of EJT =

F 2

2(h̄ωe−2G) and δJT = 4EJTG
h̄ωe+2G where EJT and δJT are the Jahn-

Teller energy and barrier energy between the global energy
minima of the calculated APES (see Refs. [4,70]).

The ab initio spin-orbit coupling λ = pλ0 = 2.88 meV
agrees well with the experimentally observed λexpt. = 2.8 ±
0.1 meV splitting of the 1.4-eV optical center (see Table I for
details) but more than a factor of 2 difference to the observed
spin-orbit splitting of the 1.72-eV optical center (4.7 meV)
associated with the NE4 EPR center. Since the accuracy of
our calculations is much better than this (see Refs. [4,70]) our
result implies that NiV− is associated with the 1.4-eV optical
center and not with the 1.72-eV optical center.

2. Effective spin Hamiltonian for the ground state

We derived the four-dimensional effective spin Hamilto-
nian for group-IV vacancy defects in our previous work [see
Eq. (7) in Ref. [4]] that also applies for the 2Eu ground state
of NiV−,

Ĥeff = − pλ0︸︷︷︸
−λ

L̂zŜz + μB(gSŜB + 2δpgLŜzBz + pgLL̂zBz ),

(4)
where the Ŝ = (Ŝx, Ŝy, Ŝz ) and L̂z operators label the orbital
angular moment (Lz = ±1) and spin (Sz = ± 1

2 ) and their re-
spective interaction with the magnetic field, B = (Bx, By, Bz ).
We note that the negative sign of λ in Eq. (4) reflects that
the |E3/2〉 with total angular moment of Kramers doublet of
Jz = ± 3

2 is energetically favorable over that of |E1/2〉 with
Jz = ± 1

2 , in agreement with the third Hund’s rule. Here, we
define the parallel z direction as the symmetry axis of the
defect (〈111〉 direction in diamond). μB = 0.057 88 meV/T
is the Bohr magneton and gS = 2.002 319 is the g factor of
the free electron. The orbital gL = 0.7821 factor (or Stevens’s
reduction factor [81]) appears in Eq. (4) because the Lz = ±1
orbital moment in D3d symmetry is only an effective angular
momentum as there is no axial rotational symmetry. However,
our present ab initio method cannot determine the orbital
moment. Therefore, we used the experimentally known gL

factor of the eu orbital in SiV− (see Table III in Ref. [4]). The
eu orbitals of NiV− and SiV− are basically identical coming
from the six carbon dangling bonds (cf. Fig. 1 of this paper
and Fig. 8 in Ref. [4]), thus this approximation should be
fairly valid. We note that the δp = 0.0839 parameter in Eq. (4)
is a second-order effect of Jahn-Teller interaction when the
magnitude of spin-orbit coupling comparable or larger than
that of the Jahn-Teller effect (see Ref. [4] for explanation).

The eigenenergies of the electron spin states under con-
stant external magnetic field along the symmetry axis (Bz �= 0,

Bx = By = 0) can be expressed as

E‖ = μB(gSSz + 2δpgLSz + pgLLz )︸ ︷︷ ︸
g‖Seff

z

Bz, (5)

TABLE I. Fine-structure and EPR parameters of the NiV0 and
NiV− defects and the corresponding ab initio data. We note that
NE4* and NE4 centers were previously associated with NiV0 and
NiV− defects too, thus, we provide here their EPR parameters for
comparison.

NiV0 S = 1

Ab initio spin-spin ZFS DSS +0.004 meV
Ab initio spin-orbit ZFS DLS +0.73 meV
ZFS expt. (NOL1/NIRIM5) Dexpt. 0.707 meVa

Expt. g tensor (NOL1/NIRIM5) g‖ 2.0235a

Expt. g tensor (NOL1/NIRIM5) g⊥ 2.002a

ZFS expt. (NE4*) Dexpt. 3.89 μeVb

Expt. g tensor (NE4*) g‖ = g⊥ 2.0039b

NiV− S = 1
2

Vibration energy h̄ω 66.4 meV
Jahn-Teller energy EJT 72.4 meV
Jahn-Teller barrier energy δJT 2.4 meV
Ham vibronic reduction factor p 0.124
Intrinsic spin-orbit coupling λ0 23.2 meV
Effective spin-orbit coupling λ = pλ0 2.88 meV
Expt. spin-orbit (NIRIM2, 1.4 eV) λexpt. 2.8 ± 0.1 meVc

Steven’s orbital reduction factor gL 0.7821d

Jahn-Teller second-order effect δp 0.0839
Ab initio g tensor: g‖ = gS + pgL + 2δpgL

e 2.33
Ab initio g tensor: g⊥ 0
Expt. g tensor (NIRIM2, 1.4 eV) g‖expt. 2.3285f

Expt. g tensor (NIRIM2, 1.4 eV) g⊥expt. 0f

NisN0
3 (see Appendix D) S = 1/2

Expt. spin-orbit (NE4, 1.72 eV) λexpt. 4.7 meVg

Ab initio g tensor: g‖ = gS + 2〈L̂z〉 2.0058
Ab initio g tensor: g⊥ = gS + 2〈L̂⊥〉 2.0942
Expt. g tensor (NE4, 1.72 eV) g‖expt. 2.0027(2)h

Expt. g tensor (NE4, 1.72 eV) g⊥expt. 2.0923(2)h

aExperimental data measured at 4 . . . 20 K in Ref. [40].
bExperimental data from Ref. [55]. The experimental data at T =
4 K is D = 33.5 mT that we converted to eV units with its isotropic
g = 2.0039 factor.
cExperimental data from Ref. [88].
dSee Table III in Ref. [4]. We used the gL values of | 3Eu〉 optically
excited states of XV(−)′s, where are |eu〉 hole orbitals are almost
identical to that of NiV(−). See Fig. 1 3(b) and compare to the |eu〉
orbital in Fig. 8(b) in Ref. [4].
egS = 2.002 319 is the free-electron g factor.
fExperimental data from Ref. [33].
gExperimental data from Ref. [50].
hExperimental data from Ref. [46].
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where Seff
z effective spin inherits its ± 1

2 eigenvalues from the
real Sz spin. Lz and Sz have the same sign for |E3/2〉 Kramers
doublet and opposite sign for |E1/2〉.

It is important to recognize that λ = 2.8 meV is much
larger than the Zeeman energy caused by the applied external
magnetic fields (B � 10 T). As a consequence, the quantiza-
tion axis of S is strongly aligned towards the symmetry axis of
the defect, and the perpendicular component of B cannot alter
the direction of the spin quantization axis in the first order,
thus, g⊥ ≈ 0. By combining Eqs. (4) and (5) and g⊥ ≈ 0, the
effective spin Hamiltonian reduces to

Ĥeff = −λL̂zŜz + g‖Ŝeff
z Bz (6)

with

g‖ = gS + 2δpgL + 2pgL. (7)

By combining p = 0.124, gL = 0.7821, δp = 0.0839 parame-
ters from theory, we predict g‖ = 2.33. The ab initio data can
be directly compared to the observed g tensors of NIRIM-2
and NE4 EPR centers in Table I. The calculated g‖ = 2.33
agrees well the experimental data at g‖ = 2.3285 of NIRIM-2,
and they both possess g⊥ = 0. However, the NE4 EPR param-
eters with isotropic g tensor is clearly inconsistent with those
of NiV− defect.

3. Excited state and PL spectrum

The |eu〉 hole in NiV− can be excited into the |a1g〉 level
with dominant Ni 3d contribution that resides resonantly in
the valence band Fig. 1(a). We applied the �SCF method in
order to calculate the excited state. The | 2A1g〉 excited state is
an orbital singlet, thus there is neither Jahn-Teller instability
nor spin-orbit splitting in the excited state. This is in stark
contrast to the excited state of SiV− and similar group-IV
impurity-vacancy complexes.

The calculated ZPL energy is 1.37 eV with using the zero-
point energy of the APES of | 2Eu〉 [lowest-energy polaronic
solution of Eq. (3)]. We note that the onsite (Coulomb) re-
pulsion on |a1g〉 is so large in the ground state of NiV− [see
Fig. 1(a)] that the ∼3 eV single-particle gap between the
occupied a↑

1g and empty e↑
uy levels decreases to 1.37 eV as

obtained by �SCF method. That is, the removal of an electron
from |a1g〉 releases the onsite energy, thus, the ZPL energy
is much smaller than the energy gap between the occupied
and empty Kohn-Sham levels in the ground-state electronic
configuration. This leads to a change in the order of Kohn-
Sham levels in the excited-state electronic configuration.

The contribution of the phonon sideband to the PL spec-
trum was calculated within the Huang-Rhys theory (see also
Ref. [4]). The calculated ZPL energy and line shape of the
phonon sideband agree well to those of the 1.4-eV PL center
(see Fig. 3). This is in stark contrast to the 1.72-eV optical
center associated with the NE4 EPR center, in which phonon
replicas can be observed at n × 30 meV with respect to ZPL
peak, where n is an integer.

The calculated Huang-Rhys factor S ≈ 1.27 at T =
0 K contains the contribution of the symmetry-breaking Eg

phonon modes in the PL spectrum which corresponds to
Debye-Waller factor at about 0.3. The radiative lifetime of the

FIG. 3. (a) Ab initio PL spectrum of NiV− optical defect within
Huang-Rhys theory with taking into account only the symmetric
(A1g) and symmetry-breaking (Eg) phonons too. ZPL stands for the
zero-phonon line where the theoretical ZPL was aligned to the exper-
imental one at 1.4 eV for the sake of clarity in the comparison of the
corresponding phonon sidebands. We applied 11.5-meV Gaussian
broadening on the theoretical sideband and 4 meV on the ZPL.
Experimental data of the 1.4-eV center is taken from Ref. [29].
(b) Sketch of nickel-vacancy defect exhibiting D3d symmetry.

excited state can be calculated (Ref. [82]) as

τrad = 3πε0

nω3|μ|2 , (8)

where ε0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum, n = 2.42 is the
refraction index of diamond, h̄ω is the excitation energy, and
μ is the dipole integral between the ground and excited states.
Specifically, the ground and excited states were represented
by the eu and a1g orbitals in the transition dipole moment cal-
culation, and h̄ω = 1.4 eV. Finally, we obtain τrad = 170 ns.
Experiments indicate that the PL lifetime of the 1.4-eV center
is τexpt. ∼ 33 ns (Ref. [83] as given in Ref. [29]). This implies
that the nonradiative rate is competitive to the radiative one.
The combination of these two effects is the experimentally
observed lifetime that is the inverse of the sum of the two
relaxation rates τ−1

expt. = τ−1
rad + τ−1

nonrad. Therefore, we estimate
the inverse rate of nonradiative processes as τnonrad ∼ 41 ns.

D. NiV2− defect

In the double-negative charge state, the eu orbital is com-
pletely filled by four electrons. The corresponding ground
state of NiV2− is a totally symmetric | 1A1g〉 singlet in D3d

symmetry, which is inactive in EPR measurements. However,
it may be optically active. There is an unoccupied eg orbital
resonant with the conduction band to where an electron from
the eu level can be promoted [see Fig. 1(a)]. After the spin is
flipped in the process, we arrive at the triplet states from eueg

electronic configurations.
First, we start the analysis of the triplet excited states from

eueg electronic configurations under D3d symmetry. These
have been thoroughly investigated for the case of SiV0 defect
[72], which shares the same triplet electronic configurations.
Three electronic triplet states occur, |3A2u〉, |3Eu〉, and |3A2u〉.
These electronic configurations are separated by the elec-
tronic correlation energies of  and �. Both eu and eg states
are Jahn-Teller unstable caused by symmetry-distorting Eg

phonons, therefore, a product Jahn-Teller effect occurs, alas,
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eu ⊗ eg ⊗ Eg Jahn-Teller system which heavily couples these
electronic states [72]. The product Jahn-Teller effect results
in two Jahn-Teller energy parameters E (1)

JT and E (2)
JT , where

E (1)
JT is the constructive interference in the product Jahn-Teller

effect, and is much larger [72,84] than the other parameter
for the destructive interference. We indeed observed a large,
233-meV Jahn-Teller distortion energy in the triplet excited
state by HSE06 Kohn-Sham �SCF calculation that we asso-
ciate with E (1)

JT . The calculated energy gap between the ground
state | 1A1g〉 and triplet excited state is 2.87 eV.

In order to obtain the fine structure of triplet excited states,
we solved the product Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian [see Eqs. (4)–
(7) in Ref. [72]], which is

Ĥ =

Ĥosc.︷ ︸︸ ︷
h̄ωE

X,Y∑
α

(
a†

αaα + 1

2

)
+ F

⎡⎢⎢⎣
2X̂ Ŷ Ŷ 0
Ŷ 0 0 Ŷ
Ŷ 0 0 Ŷ
0 Ŷ Ŷ −2X̂

⎤⎥⎥⎦,
(8)

where F =
√

1
2 E (1)

JT h̄ωE is the linear Jahn-Teller coupling pa-
rameter and h̄ωE = 75.8 meV is the energy of vibration mode
with E symmetry. We note that the indices in the 4 × 4 matrix
refer to the four-dimensional space spanned by the |euyegy〉,
|euxegy〉, |euyegx〉, |euxegx〉 two-particle configurations. For the
sake of simplicity, the  and � electronic correlation param-
eters are neglected from Eq. (6) in Ref. [72]. Additionally,
E (2)

JT is also neglected. Thus, instead of two individual Fg, Fu

parameters for eg, eu electronic orbitals, respectively, Eq. (8)
contains only a single shared F parameter. Therefore, the
present Eq. (8) above is much simpler than that of Eq. (7) in
Ref. [72].

We note that the spin-orbit effect is largely quenched (e.g.,
Ref. [84]) and thus can be ignored in the fine-structure analy-
sis. Finally, after numerical diagonalization up to 12-phonon
limit, the polaronic |3Ã2u〉 has the lowest energy followed by
the polaronic |3Ẽu〉 which are separated by δ = 7.3 meV.

According to our �SCF result, the Jahn-Teller distorted
singlet level lies above the ground state’s level by 3.33 eV,
thus, the excited singlet level is above that of triplet by �E =
0.46. Similarly to the triplet states the lowest-energy levels
are the polaronic |1Ã2u〉 and |1Ẽu〉 with energy spacing in the
order of 10 meV. We note that this energy is very close to the
predicted ionization threshold energy at ∼3.42 eV which is a
photoionization process from the eu orbital to the conduction
bands with converting NiV2− to NiV−.

We determined the SOC parameters within the PBE level in
the negative charge state. We inherited the λ0 coupling param-
eter that of Fig. 2 for the eu orbital: λu = −λ0 = −23.2 meV.
Additionally, we approximated the λg = 17.2 meV parameter
for eg orbital by taking the energy difference between |eg+↑〉
and |eg−↑〉 single-particle levels in the NiV− system. By us-
ing the second-order perturbation theory, one can estimate
the singlet inmixture to the triplet state by c2 ≈ |λg|+|λu|

2�E ∼
0.19% (see Appendix C for details). However, second-order
perturbation theory may be not accurate because the electron-
phonon coupling and the spin-orbit coupling strengths are
similar. Therefore, we incorporated the spin-orbit Hamilto-
nian into the Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian by including Eq. (C3)
in Eq. (9) as proposed in Ref. [84]. We find that the mS = 0

substates of |3Ã2u〉 and |3Ẽu〉 polaronic states gain the same
c2 ≈ 0.025% singlet character after numerical diagonaliza-
tion of the electron spin-orbit-phonon Hamiltonian. We note
that the formerly spin-forbidden transition becomes partially
allowed due to inmixture of |1Eu〉 singlet by perpendicular
polarization of the emitted photons.

We conclude that the 418-nm (2.964-eV) PL center can be
associated with the optical properties of NiV2−. That PL cen-
ter has extremely long lifetime 43 ± 3 μs below 15 K which
implies a phosphorescence process [37]. Our results indicate
that this process is the |3Ã2u〉 → | 1A1g〉 optical transition
which is allowed by the slight inmixture of the singlet char-
acters into |3Ã2u〉. To estimate the radiative lifetime, one can
apply Eq. (8) with dipole integrals between eu ↔ eg localized
orbitals for NiV2− [cf. Fig. 1(a)] divided by c2 responsible for
the singlet character in the excited state. We obtain μ = 5.7
Debye/c2 which results in τ ≈ 2.96 ns/c2 = 11.8 μs radia-
tive lifetime. We note here that we still did not take into
account the threefold degeneracy of the triplet excited state but
11.8 μs refers only to the bright ms = 0 state. If all the three
mS = ±1, 0 spin substates of the polaronic |3Ã2u〉 are equally
occupied at the given temperature, then the aforementioned
lifetime has to be multiplied by 3 because no emission is
expected from the dark mS = ±1 states. The final deduced
radiative lifetime at 35.5 μs approaches well the experimental
data.

Furthermore, the doublet feature in the PL spectrum with
energy gap of 10 meV can be explained by the polaronic
gap between |3Ã2u〉 and |3Ẽu〉. Additionally, the large ionic
relaxation in the triplet excited state, i.e., E (1)

JT , explains the
broad phonon sideband in the phosphorescence spectrum. We
determine the PL sideband by means of Huang-Rhys theory
in Fig. 4(a). We simulate the Huang-Rhys theory between the
geometries of the ground state and the C2h distorted excited
triplet. Interestingly, the HSE06 optimized atomic positions
seem to overestimate the experimental PL sideband and its
S factor but the PBE functional seems to resemble it almost
perfectly.

We also note that the absorption is only effective
once the threshold energy of singlet excitations has been
achieved. The calculated threshold energy is about 3.33 eV
and it is very close to the photoionization threshold
(∼3.42 eV). The optically active eu levels reside inside
the conduction band close to the conduction band min-
imum [cf. Fig. 4(c)], where the eu ↔ eg transition is
broadly split due to resonant conduction band states. As a
consequence, we propose that narrow ZPL for absorption at
3.33 eV does not occur but a broad feature merging into the
ionization band of the defect. We determine the photolumi-
nescence excitation (PLE) spectrum in Fig. 4(b) by means of
Huang-Rhys theory with the same parameters that we used for
the photoluminescence. We further smear the spectrum with
the calculated imaginary dielectric function associated with
the electronic part of the ionization band as shown in Fig. 4(c).

We note that once the NiV2− was ionized to NiV− by ultra-
violet illumination (∼3.42 eV) the same photon will reionize
it to NiV2− again. Furthermore, the calculated spin-orbit cou-
pling is strong, thus, a very fast intersystem crossing rate
can be assumed between the singlet and triplet states. As a
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FIG. 4. (a) Theoretically predicted PL sideband of the NiV2− by means of Huang-Rhys theory. We aligned the theoretical ZPL energy at
2.87 eV to the observed one at 2.964 eV, for the sake of sideband comparison. (b) Theoretically predicted PLE spectra for the 2.964-eV PL
center. We obtained the PLE spectra by the following procedure. First, we convoluted the phonon sideband within Huang-Rhys theory with the
imaginary dielectric function. Then, we aligned the mean value of this spectrum to the �SCF ZPL energy for the singlet transition at 3.33 eV.
(c) Imaginary part of the dielectric function at the ground state of NiV2− by means of DFT PBE calculations with 4 × 4 × 4 k-point sampling
within the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [85]. The experimental PL and PLE spectra of 2.97-eV center are taken from Ref. [37]. The theoretical
curves (green and blue) are scaled to exhibit the same area under the curve as that of the red colored area of experimental spectra.

consequence, the photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spec-
trum of NiV2− should be only visible upon illumination
towards the singlet states with different characteristics com-
pared to the phosphorescence spectrum. This conclusion is
in accord to the experimental findings about the 418-nm
phosphorescence center in which the PLE spectrum signif-
icantly differs from the phosphorescence spectrum where
the PLE effect is visible with illumination energy larger
than ∼3.2 eV [37].

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the consequences of our ab initio
results on NiV defects in the light of previous experimental
data. In particular, some of the EPR and optical centers could
be conclusively identified by NiV defects.

A. Origin of NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR center and the 1.22-eV
absorption center

We found in the self-consistent spin-orbit calculations of
NiV0 defect that ZFS parameter D = +0.73 meV of the
ground state which agrees well with the experimental data of
|D| = 0.707 meV of the NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR center [40,41].
This result further supports our previous tentative assignment
of NiV0 to this center based on the calculated hyperfine signa-
tures of 61Ni and neighbor 13C nuclear spins [7]. We discuss
here the EPR parameters of the NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR center
and the previous models in detail.

The EPR measurement of the NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR center
with S = 1 spin is not trivial because of the giant ZFS param-
eter which would require too large external magnetic fields
for direct measurement of the �ms = ±1 transitions. Instead,
the second-order �ms = ±2 transitions could be detected by
splitting the Sz = ±1 manifold under external constant mag-
netic fields [40,41]. It was concluded that the value of the D is

negative, i.e., the Sz = 0 level lies above the Sz = ±1 levels
because the EPR intensity did not show a strong tempera-
ture dependence (not shown) by lowering the measurement
temperature from 20 to 4 K [41]. However, our result clearly
implies that the value of D is positive. We find that the occu-
pation number of the upper Sz = ±1 level is 0.21 and 0.57 at 4
and 20 K, respectively, thus, the EPR signal should be clearly
detectable at 4 K and it does not radically increase with raising
the temperature to 20 K. We think that the positive D value
does not contradict with the experimental data. We note that
the ZFS parameter D of the NE4* EPR center is 3.89 μeV that
is orders of magnitude smaller than that of NOL1/NIRIM-5
EPR center. We found that the spin-orbit interaction is strong
in the presence of Ni defect with axial symmetry, e.g., NiV0,
thus either the spin density is not localized on nickel impurity
in NE4* EPR center or it is not related to nickel impurity
at all.

The chemical structure of the defect can be often iden-
tified by the satellite hyperfine lines in the EPR spectrum
which provide a direct fingerprint about the atom types in
the core of the defect. However, the NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR
center is observed by the second-order �ms = ±2 transition
which makes the interpretation of hyperfine satellite lines
ambiguous. For instance, the angular dependence of the 61Ni
hyperfine signal could not be monitored in the experiments,
and the Ayy ≈ 20 MHz component could be deduced. The cal-
culated Ayy = 25 MHz by HSE06 DFT in our previous study
agrees well with the experimental data. The other hyperfine
satellites attributed to the 11B nuclear spins in an EPR study
[42] were not confirmed by a later EPR study [41] but they
rather interpreted the hyperfine signals as isotropic hyperfine
interaction with six nearest-neighbor 13C nuclear spins of
about 42.5 ± 5.7 MHz. Our previous ab initio results imply
[7] that this is rather the Ayy component of 13C nuclear spins
(39 MHz in the calculation) but the Azz = 84 MHz component
is significantly larger. We conclude that the presence of boron
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FIG. 5. (a) Many-electron states of NiV. The excitation energies inside the parentheses are experimental data (see Table I and the main text
for details and interpretation). (b) Optical absorption spectra of low-nitrogen-concentration diamond taken from Ref. [44].

in the EPR center was not conclusively identified in the exper-
iments, and the EPR hyperfine satellites of NOL1/NIRIM-5
EPR center can be naturally explained by the NiV0 model.

The NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR center is associated with the
1.22-eV absorption center [7,41,44]. The sharp lines in the
1.22-eV absorption spectrum are Rydberg bound exciton
states of NiV0. In the absorption spectrum beside the sharp
lines, there is a broad feature between ≈1.75 and 2.00 eV
[see Fig. 5(b)]. In this context, we note that a resonant a1g

level occurs in the valence band [see Fig. 1(a)]. Promoting
an electron from the resonant a1g state to the eu defect level
results in | 3Eu〉 excited state. The calculated ZPL energy is at
≈1.66 eV. We learned from previous PLE studies on silicon
vacancy and related color centers in diamond that a broad
band can be developed upon high-energy excitation which
involves resonant states in the valence band with resulting a
very broad absorption band [86,87]. We tentatively associate
the broad band in the absorption spectrum in Ni-contaminated
diamonds with the high-energy excitation of NiV0.

B. Origin of the NIRIM-2 EPR center and the 1.4-eV
optical center

Previous studies imply [88] that NIRIM-2 EPR center [33]
and the 1.4-eV optical center [88] are correlated. Our results
indicate that the magneto-optical parameters of the NiV−
defect appear in these EPR and optical spectra.

In particular, the ground state has an | 2Eu〉 character.
The orbital doublet provides an effective Lz = ±1 orbital
moment which leads to an effective spin-orbit splitting par-
tially quenched by the dynamic Jahn-Teller interaction. In the
double-group notation, this is a 4× degenerate state which
splits to |Eu 3

2
〉 (�−

5,6) and |Eu 1
2
〉 (�−

4 ) 2× degenerate states
[89,90]. Due to the presence of the orbitals of the rela-
tively heavy element Ni ion in the spin-orbit interaction, the
quenched spin-orbit gap will be relatively large (≈2.9 meV)
which results in an effective g⊥ ≈ 0 and g‖ = 2.33 when the
external magnetic fields are orders of magnitude smaller than
the spin-orbit gap. The calculated spin Hamiltonian parame-
ters agree well with the experimental data (see Table I).

We found that the excited state of NiV− defect is an or-
bital singlet. As a consequence, a doublet ZPL feature should
appear in the fluorescence spectrum which is separated by
the spin-orbit gap in the ground state. Indeed, 2.8 ± 0.1 meV
splitting was observed in the 1.4-eV Ni-related optical center
in diamond [88] which is close to the calculated parameter
(2.88 meV, cf. Table I). The calculated ZPL energy (1.36 eV)
and the line shape of the phonon sideband agree well with the
experimental data (cf. Fig. 3).

We conclude that the NIRIM-2 EPR center and the
1.4-eV optical center are the fingerprints of the NiV− defect
in diamond. As a consequence, the tentative association of
these centers with the Ni+i defect [27,88] is not supported by
our study. We believe that our proposal is consistent with the
calculated formation energies of the defects, which is much
higher for interstitial nickel defect than that for NiV defects
[27], and also the calculated thermal stability of the nickel
interstitial defect, which is relatively low because of the low
barrier energy for diffusion [28]. In particular, the low barrier
energy for diffusion of the Ni+i defect is inconsistent with the
relatively high thermal stability of the 1.4-eV optical center.

We note that the NE4 EPR center and the associated 1.72-
eV optical center were tentatively associated with the NiV−

defect in the literature [1,3,27,51,52]. Obviously, our proposal
for the origin of the NIRIM-2 EPR center and the associated
1.4-eV PL center as NiV− defect suggests that the micro-
scopic structure of the NE4 EPR center should be another
Ni-related defect. This issue is discussed in Appendix D in
detail supported by additional ab initio calculations.

C. Overview of NiV-related EPR and optical centers
from theory

In our previous study, we identified the 1.22-eV and 1.92-
eV photocurrent centers observed at room temperature as the
first and second acceptor photoionization levels of NiV defect,
respectively (see Ref. [7] and Fig. 1). The 1.22-eV absorp-
tion center observed at cryogenic temperatures is intimately
related to the first photocurrent center as that is the Rydberg
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TABLE II. Electronic excitation processes of NiV defect. We
show the ab initio and experimental ZPL data if available. We also
show the excitation processes which involve charge transitions.

Ground state ↔ Excited state Theory Expt.

NiV0(3A2g) ↔ NiV0(3E ) 1.66 eV
NiV0 ↔ NiV2− + hole+ 1.22 eV 1.22 eV
NiV−(2Eg) ↔ NiV−(2A1g) 1.36 eV 1.40 eV
NiV− ↔ NiV2− + hole+ 1.92 eV
NiV2−(1A1g) ↔ NiV2−(1A2u) 3.33 eV
NiV2−(1A1g) ↔ NiV2−(3A2u) 2.87 eV 2.97 eV

bound exciton excited state below the ionization threshold of
the NiV0 defect. The associated NOL1/NIRIM-5 EPR cen-
ter is conclusively identified as NiV0 by the calculated ZFS
parameter caused by the second-order spin-orbit interaction.

NiV− defect is conclusively identified as the 1.4-eV optical
center and the associated NIRIM-2 EPR center. The identifica-
tion is based on the excellent agreement between the observed
and calculated spin-orbit splitting of the ground-state levels,
the g tensor of the ground-state spin, and the PL spectrum (see
Tables I and II).

Additionally, our results suggest that NiV2− defect is iden-
tified as the 418-nm (2.964-eV) phosphorescence center (see
Table II) based on the calculated ZPL energy and the fine
vibronic structure (see Fig. 4) of the excited state. The orders
of magnitude of the radiative lifetime of the optical transition
agreed well with the experimental data. The ground state of
the defect is a spin singlet, therefore, it is nonparamagnetic
and nonobservable by EPR spectroscopy.

The interpretation of the optical signals are summarized in
Fig. 5. Our results explain previous reports on the photophysi-
cal properties of Ni-related optical centers. Under illumination
above ∼2 eV, NiV0 or NiV− will be ionized to NiV2−, and
further absorption of ultraviolet photons will lead to phospho-
rescense from NiV2−. Therefore, we suggest reinvestigation
of diamond samples featuring 1.22- and 1.4-eV optical centers
that the 418-nm optical peak may be activated by ultraviolet
illumination.

D. Quantum optics protocols for NiV−

In the present section, we will propose quantum optics
protocols for the NiV− defect spins which are similar to that of
SiV− defect spin [91–93]. A complete qubit control requires
the following: (i) qubit initialization, (ii) coherent manipula-
tion in the full Bloch sphere, (iii) readout of the qubit state.

First, we discuss the viability of orbital degree of freedom
manipulation in the | 2Eu〉 ground state. That is, one may
utilize qubit operations by coherently entangling the |Eu 3

2
〉 and

|Eu 1
2
〉 Kramers doublets [cf. Fig. 6(a)]. One may (i) initialize

the qubit states by cooling the system below 4 K that thermally
quenches the upper state. However, the coherent manipulation
is severely limited by the orbital relaxation time. According
to Eq. (5) in Ref. [94], the orbital relaxation rates γ+ and γ−
drive the transitions between the Kramers doublets as

γ+ = 2πχ�λ3n(λ, T ),

γ− = 2πχ�λ3(n(λ, T ) + 1), (9)

FIG. 6. Proposed quantum optics protocol for NiV−. (a) At zero
magnetic field the |2Eu〉 ground state is split by λ into �4 and �5 ⊕ �6

spin-orbit sublevels [89]. (b) If one applies magnetic field along the z
[111] axis, the Kramers doublets split. We label the individual levels
by their Sz = {↑,↓} spin and Lz = ±1 orbital moment by |e↑,↓

u± 〉
labels. (c) If the magnetic field is misaligned from the C3 rotation
axis, the spin projections will disorient from the B field direction
according to Eq. (4). That is, the spin-orbit coupling does not allow
the spin to fully align towards the B field, thus, optical transitions “D”
will be optically active. We note that the |a1g〉 orbital does not possess
Lz angular moment, thus, its spin perfectly follows the magnetic field
direction.

where λ is the splitting between the Kramers doublets and
n(λ, T ) is the Bose-Einstein occupation of a phonon mode
with λ energy at T temperature. The parameters χ and �

are constants related to average electron-phonon coupling
strength and phonon density of states, respectively. In order
to estimate the rates of NiV−, we used the parameters as
derived from the observed rates for SiV− of which defect
exhibits similar Jahn-Teller energy and vibration frequency
[4]. Consequently, we assume that the χ� product is the same
for both systems. At high temperatures (T � h̄λ/kB with kB

Boltzmann constant), thermal equilibrium can be assumed,
thus, the orbital relaxation rate goes as

γ+ ≈ γ− ≈ 2π

h̄
χ�λ2kBT . (10)

For the case of SiV−, the experimentally observed homo-
geneous linewidth of photoluminescence spectra according
to Fig. 2 in Ref. [94] follows γ± ≈ 24.26 MHz

K T expression.
Additionally, the spin-orbit splitting is λ = 258 GHz [95] for
the optically excited state of SiV−. Finally, we deduce the χ�

parameter as 1.058 × 10−28s2 that we can use for NiV−. On
the other hand, NiV− exhibits a large λ = 2.8 meV, thus, the
opposite (T � h̄λ/kB) limit of Eq. (10) is required at ∼4 K,

γ+ ≈ 2πχ�λ3 exp

(
− h̄λ

kBT

)
,

γ− ≈ 2πχ�λ3. (11)

One may note that acoustic phonons in γ+ are exponentially
quenched but the nonradiative relaxation γ− process is present
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even at T = 0 K thanks to spontaneous decay. Finally, amal-
gamating the deduced χ� and observed λ parameters for
NiV−, we estimate the lifetime of |Eu 1

2
〉 at 1/γ− = 29 ps

or less at elevated temperatures. However, the picosecond
timescale is inadequate for coherent manipulation or readout
procedure when the qubit information is encoded into the
orbital degrees of freedom. One would need at least approach
nanosecond regime [91,92,96]. Thus, we discuss the feasibil-
ity of spin degrees of freedom for the qubit operations in the
context.

The qubit protocol for spins would require an additional
magnetic field that would split the Kramers doublets. If one
applies magnetic field disoriented from the defect’s symme-
try axis, then the formerly spin-forbidden transitions will be
partially allowed [95]. Therefore, even the originally spin-
forbidden transition “D” in Fig. 6(c) would be active for all
optical manipulations. First, we discuss the qubit initialization
process (i). The system can be cooled down below 10 K
that thermally quenches the upper |Eu 1

2
〉 Kramers doublet.

However, the Zeeman energy is inadequate to induce thermal
quenching. Thus, one may optically pump transition “D” by
a resonant laser that empties the |e↓

u−〉 state because transition
“C” is off resonant in the process.

The coherent manipulation (ii) can be done by exciting
the 1.401-eV transition by a highly redshifted detuned Raman
laser pulse that coherently excites both spin states of |Eu 3

2
〉

(see Fig. 4 in Ref. [91]). (iii) Finally the readout can be utilized
by the same resonant laser used for pumping. That is, an
emitted photon can be detected only if the system was in the
|e↓

u−〉 state before the readout pulse.
The electronic structure of NiV− enables an all-optical

technique for (i) initialization, (ii) coherent manipulation, and
(iii) readout of the NiV− qubit. This scheme utilizes the
significantly longer spin coherence time that can be approx-
imated by the τspin = 1/γ+ ≈ 99 ns orbital transition rate
(see Ref. [94] and the Supplemental Material in Ref. [97])
of Eq. (11) at 4 K. We note that the coherence time of the
electron spin could be further limited by the neighbor nuclear
spins [93,98,99]. The calculated ≈0.1 μs coherence time of
NiV− qubit at 4 K is significantly favorable over that of SiV−.
At 2 K, which is a technologically readily accessible operation
temperature, the estimated lifetime is 0.73 μs for NiV− qubit
which makes it possible to carry out quantum information
processing between the electron spin and a 13C nuclear spin
qubit in diamond (e.g., Ref. [100]). The defect exhibits in-
version symmetry which prohibits direct coupling to stray
electric fields, thus indistinguishable solid-state single-photon
source can be realized. The ZPL wavelength of NiV− can be
efficiently converted to telecom wavelengths, and the contri-
bution of coherent ZPL emission from the total emission is
significant in the defect. This makes NiV− defect spin to be an
attractive system for quantum communication applications.

We reiterate here that the photocurrent signal of NiV− has
been recently identified at about 1.92 eV which is the sec-
ond acceptor level of NiV defect with respect to the valence
band [7]. Below the photoionization band, bound exciton ex-
cited states exist as the double negatively charged NiV can
Coulombically bind a hole split from the valence band where
the lowest-energy excited state has A1g symmetry (see the

symmetry analysis in the Supplemental Material of Ref. [79]).
The presence of A1g bound exciton state at ∼1.9 eV pro-
vides an alternative route for all-optical coherent manipulation
where the excitation energy is ∼1.9 eV. We assume that
because the energy gap between the bound exciton level at
∼1.9 eV and the lowest-energy excited level at 1.4 eV is
relatively small, therefore, the nonradiative decay from the
∼1.9-eV state towards the 1.4-eV state is strong. As a con-
sequence, the ∼1.9-eV resonant excitation may lead to an
emission at 1.4 eV and below.

Another aspect of the photocurrent signal of NiV− is the
electrical readout of the qubit state. By using a high-power
laser to drive optical transitions as depicted in Fig. 6, the
nonlinear effects may lead to a two-photon absorption via
the excited state. Since the optical transition “D” is resonant,
the photocurrent signal may occur for a given qubit state, so
photocurrent-based readout of the qubit state is doable.

V. SUMMARY

We addressed and determined the strength of spin-orbit
and electron-phonon interactions for split-vacancy NiV defect
in diamond which define its spectroscopical fingerprints. We
unambiguously identified NiV0, NiV−, and NiV2− related
optical (EPR) centers in diamond as 1.22-eV (NOL1/NIRIM-
5), 1.4-eV (NIRIM-2), and 2.964-eV centers, respectively.
After identification of NiV color center in diamond, we show
that NiV− defect is a promising candidate to realize spin-to-
photon interface and may be isolated as single defects to form
quantum bits in diamond. NiV− color center has relatively
long electron spin coherence times with optical transition in
the near-infrared wavelength region and exhibit minor spectral
diffusion inherited through the inversion-symmetric structure
of the defect. Furthermore, the NiV− qubit can be also read
out electrically. In p-type diamond, NiV0 is a potential qubit
with presumably long electron spin-lattice relaxation and spin
coherence times similarly to the isovalent SiV0 color center in
diamond.
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APPENDIX A: SELF-CONSISTENT AB INITIO METHOD
TO DETERMINE THE SECOND-ORDER SPIN-ORBIT

ENERGY CONTRIBUTION TO THE
ZERO-FIELD-SPLITTING

A spin-triplet system can be quantized as Sz =
{−1, 0,+1}, where the z quantization axis is chosen to be
parallel with the symmetry axis of the NiV defect exhibiting
D3d point-group symmetry. The zero-field-splitting (ZFS)
Hamiltonian can be described by the equation

D̂ = D
(
Ŝ2

z − 1
3 S(S + 1)

)
, (A1)

which yields + 1
3 D and − 2

3 D for Sz = ±1 and Sz = 0 eigen-
states, respectively.

The value of D can be principally either negative or posi-
tive. Two effects may contribute to this interaction: the dipolar
electron spin–electron spin interaction (DSS) and the (second-
order) spin-orbit interaction (DLS). As we discussed in the
main text, the order of magnitude of DSS is GHz or μeV
because the strength of dipolar interaction goes with the gyro-
magnetic factor of the electron and the interaction distance
(localized spin density distribution). In NiV0 defect, the D
value is rather in the meV region, thus, we focus on the DLS

contribution.
We describe now the self-consistent calculus for DLS. We

set the quantization axis to the [111] direction which coincides
with the symmetry axis of the defect in diamond. In the
usual spin-polarized DFT calculation one obtains the Sz = ±1
solution

Etot (|↑↑〉) = 〈↑↑|Ĥel + D̂LS|↑↑〉 = 1
3 DLS + C, (A2)

where an arbitrary C constant is introduced which is the elec-
tronic total energy from Ĥel Hamiltonian of system and DLS is
the spin-orbit correction as formulated in Eq. (A1).

Next, the two spins are individually rotated by 90◦ about
the x axis. A spin- 1

2 system will be |→〉 = (|↑〉 + |↓〉)/
√

2
according to the rotation of a spinor- 1

2 object. Thus, the Sz = 1
spin projection rotated to any axis perpendicular to [111] is

|→→〉 = 1

2

Sz = +1︷︸︸︷
|↑↑〉 + 1

2

Sz = −1︷︸︸︷
|↓↓〉 + 1√

2

( Sz = 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
1√
2

(|↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉)

)
.

(A3)
We assume that the C electronic energy does not depend on
direction of the spin. Therefore, the total energy of the system
will be

Etot (|→→〉) = 〈→→|D̂LS + Ĥel|→→〉
= 1

4
〈↑↑|D̂LS|↑↑〉 + 1

4
〈↓↓|D̂LS|↓↓〉

+ 1

2

(
1√
2

(|↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉)

)
D̂LS

×
(

1√
2

(|↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉)

)
+ C

= 1

12
DLS + 1

12
DLS − 1

6
DLS + C = C. (A4)

Thus, the value of DLS can be directly calculated at ab initio
level by

DLS = 3(Etot (|↑↑〉) − Etot (|→→〉))

= 3(〈↑↑|D̂LS|↑↑〉 − 〈→→|D̂LS|→→〉), (A5)

where we combined Eqs. (A4) and (A2). In simple words, the
rotated spin in Eq. (A4) is not an Sz = 0 eigenstate, thus, one
needs to multiply the total-energy difference of the two self-
consistent ab initio total energies by 3 in Eq. (A5).

We self-consistently calculated the total energy of the two
spin configurations for NiV0 defect. We obtained DHSE06

LS =
0.73 meV and DPBE

LS = 1.35 meV values by HSE06 and PBE
functionals, respectively. Although, we claim that these values
are inherently coming from the spin-orbit interaction but this
is not obvious from the present derivation and methodol-
ogy. In the next Appendix (Appendix B), we derive within
perturbation theory how this interaction occurs between the
triplet ground state and the singlet excited state, and how
the energy gap between the two levels affects the final DLS

value.

APPENDIX B: SECOND-ORDER PERTURBATION
THEORY FOR THE CONTRIBUTION OF SPIN-ORBIT
INTERACTION IN THE ZERO-FIELD-SPLITTING FOR

SPIN-1 SYSTEMS

We demonstrate the contribution of spin-orbit interaction
in the zero-field splitting for spin-1 system on NiV0 defect
in diamond. The S = 1 state is associated with the (eueu)
electronic configuration. The ground state is

|3A2g〉 = 1√
2

(|euxeuy〉 − |euyeux〉)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|eu+eu−〉 − |eu−eu+〉

⊗
⎧⎨⎩

|↑↑〉
(|↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉)/

√
2

|↓↓〉
,

(B1)

where we introduced the |eu±〉 = 1√
2
(|eux〉 ± i|euy〉) notation

for the complex orbitals. The |e±〉 orbitals depict the effective
angular momentum of the system, that is, L̂z|eu±〉 = ±|eu±〉
[for visual interpretation see Fig. 1(b)]. The excited |1Eg〉
singlet state can be expressed as

|1Eg〉 =
{

(|exex〉 − |eyey〉)/
√

2
(|exey〉 + |eyex〉)/

√
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
}

{|e−e−〉; |e+e+〉}

⊗ 1√
2

(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉),

(B2)
whereas | 1A1g〉 is

|1A1g〉 = 1√
2

(|euxeuy〉 − |euyeux〉)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|eu+eu−〉 + |eu−eu+〉

⊗ 1√
2

(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉).

(B3)
The effective one-electron spin-orbit coupling operator is

ĥSOC = λ0L̂zŜz, (B4)

where L̂z|eu±〉 acts on the orbital degrees of freedom and Ŝz

acts on the electron spin. The Hamiltonian of the system is
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then

Ĥ = 0|3A2g〉〈3A2g| + �|1Eg〉〈1Eg| + �|1A1g〉〈 1A1g | + Ŵ ,
(B5)

where we introduced � and � parameters for the energy
position of the corresponding singlet states while leaving the
triplet ground state’s level as zero. Additionally, we define
spin-orbit coupling into the Ŵ operator as Ŵ = ĥ(1)

SOC + ĥ(2)
SOC

which includes ĥSOC single-particle operator from Eq. (B4)
that acts on the first electron and second electron, respectively.
Next, one has to treat the spin-orbit coupling as a perturbation
and evaluate Ŵ . The only nonzero spin-orbit matrix element
occurs between | 1A1g〉 singlet and the Sz = 0 substate of
| 3A2g〉 which goes as

〈1A1g|Ŵ |3A2g(Sz = 0)〉
= (〈eu+eu−| + 〈eu−eu+|)(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉)

× λ0
(
L̂(1)

z Ŝ(1)
z + L̂(2)

z Ŝ(2)
z

)
× (|eu+eu−〉 − |eu−eu+〉)(|↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉) = λ0, (B6)

where L̂(1)
z Ŝ(1)

z and L̂(2)
z Ŝ(2)

z operators affect the first and second
electrons’ orbital and spin. Thus, according to second-order
perturbation theory, | 3A2g(Sz = 0)〉 level is shifted down-
wards by λ0/� energy (and | 1A1g〉 level is shifted upwards
with the same amount). Briefly, the spin-orbit part contribu-
tion to the ZFS is simplified to

DLS = λ2
0

�
, (B7)

where one can take the λ0 = 23.2 meV intrinsic spin-orbit
parameter of NiV− as given in Sec. III C 1. We roughly ap-
proximate the position of | 1A1g〉 singlet with the following ab
initio calculations:

� ≈ Etot[A|e↑
uxe↓

ux〉] − Etot[A|e↑
uxe↑

uy〉]= 0.68 eV, (B8)

where A is the two-particle antisymmetrization operator,
A|12〉 = (|12〉 − |21〉)/

√
2, and Etot[. . . ] labels the DFT total

energy of the corresponding single Slater-determinant state.
We obtained  ≈ 0.68 eV by means of HSE06 functional.
While the second term provides the triplet ground state that
is a well-defined single Slater-determinant state, the first term
is not an eigenstate of the system but an admixture of the two
singlet states,

A|e↑
uxe↓

ux〉 = 1√
2
|euxeux〉 ⊗ (|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉)

= 1√
2

(|1A1g〉 + |1Egx〉), (B9)

where | 1Egx〉 = (|exex〉 − |eyey〉)/
√

2 is one of the substates
of the orbitally degenerate | 1Eg〉 multiplet as defined in
Eq. (B2). Finally, the estimated ZFS from second-order
perturbation theory yields Dpert.

LS = 0.79 meV by HSE06 func-
tional. This value is about 0.06 meV higher than that obtained
by self-consistent procedure (see Sec. III B 1). This can be
expected as the first-order spin-orbit correction in the wave
function

|�〉(1) = |3A2g(Sz = 0)〉 + λ0

�
|1A1g〉 (B10)

is optimized self-consistently in our self-consistent procedure,
which results in a lower total energy. The origin between
the relatively large discrepancy in the calculated DPBE

LS =
1.35 meV and DHSE06

LS = 0.73 meV can be understood by
the second-order perturbation theory approach. We find that
� = 0.25 eV at PBE DFT level, thus, the too-small energy
gap between the triplet state and the corresponding singlet
state will result in too large spin-orbit contribution to the
ZFS. This underlines the need of such DFT functionals in
these calculations which produce energy spacing between the
ground state and excited states.

APPENDIX C: SPIN-ORBIT MIXING IN THE TRIPLET
EXCITED STATE OF NiV2− DEFECT

As described in Sec. III D the triplet (|T 〉) and singlet (|S〉)
excited states may mix with each other. The possible |eu〉 hole
and |eg〉 electron two-particle wave functions with 〈Ŝz〉 = 0
projection are the following:

|T, mS = 0〉 = A√
2

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
|eg+↑eu+↓〉 + |eg+↓eu+↑〉,
|eg+↑eu−↓〉 + |eg+↓eu−↑〉,
|eg−↑eu+↓〉 + |eg−↓eu+↑〉,
|eg−↑eu−↓〉 + |eg−↓eu−↑〉

(C1)

and

|S〉 = A√
2

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
|eg+↑eu+↓〉 − |eg+↓eu+↑〉,
|eg+↑eu−↓〉 − |eg+↓eu−↑〉,
|eg−↑eu+↓〉 − |eg−↓eu+↑〉,
|eg−↑eu−↓〉 − |eg−↓eu−↑〉,

(C2)

where A is the two-particle antisymmetrization operator:
A|ab〉 = (|ab〉 − |ba〉)/

√
2. The spin-orbit operator that con-

nects the singlet and triplet levels is the following:

ĤSOC = λuL̂z(u)Ŝz + λgL̂z(g)Ŝz, (C3)

where the L̂z(u/g)|e±〉 = ±|eu/g±〉 angular momentum opera-
tors act individually for eu and eg orbitals, and Ŝz operators
are the usual single-particle spin- 1

2 operators: Ŝz|↑〉 = + 1
2 |↑〉,

Ŝz|↓〉 = − 1
2 |↓〉. According to perturbation theory, the singlet

states mix into the triplet states, i.e., (� (1) = 1√
1+c2 |T 〉 +

c|S〉), by

ĤSOC

�E
|T 〉 = ĤSOC

�E

A|eg+↑eu+↓〉 + A|eg+↓eu+↑〉√
2

= λg − λu

2�E
|S〉 = c × |S〉. (C4)

One may show the remaining off-diagonal matrix elements
between the singlets and triplets,

〈T |ĤSOC|S〉

=

⎛⎜⎝λg − λu 0 0 0
0 λg + λu 0 0
0 0 −λg − λu 0
0 0 0 −λg + λu

⎞⎟⎠, (C5)

thus, there are always two Sz = 0 triplet substates where λg

and λu parameters mix the singlet additively |λg| + |λu| re-
gardless their sign that we used in Eq. (C3).
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FIG. 7. Kohn-Sham levels of (a) NisNs, (b) Nis(Ns)2, (c) Nis(Ns)3 complexes. We denote the ab initio charge transition levels on the left bar
for each figure. We also depict the excitation process for Nis(Ns)−3 that we associate with the NE4 EPR center and 1.72-eV optical center. We
note that we lifted the C3v symmetry constraint for NisN0

s and Nis(Ns)+3 , therefore, ex (ey) orbitals become a′ (a′′) in the lower C1h symmetry.

Finally, we justify the c2 prefactor in Eq. (8). The triplet
excited state |3Ã2u〉 now has singlet admixtures, thus, the spon-
taneous emission by means of time-dependent perturbation
theory with d̂ transition dipole operator acts only if the system
stays in its singlet state

τ−1 ∼ |〈1A1g|d̂|3Ã2u〉|2

=
∣∣∣∣∣〈1A1g|d̂ ×

(
1√

1 + c2
|T 〉 + c|S〉

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

= c2 × |〈1A1g|d̂|S〉|2 = c2 × nω3|μ|2
3πε0

. (C6)

Thus, the optical transition probability to the 〈1A1g | ground
state has to be scaled by the c2 factor.

APPENDIX D: ORIGIN OF THE NE4/AB1 EPR CENTER
AND THE ASSOCIATED 1.72-EV OPTICAL CENTER

Here we discuss the possible models for the NE4 center.
The NE4/AB1 EPR center has S = 1

2 spin with C3v sym-
metry and relatively isotropic g tensor with g‖ = 2.0027(2)
and g⊥ = 2.0923(2) (Ref. [46]). This property significantly
differs from that of NIRIM-2 EPR center with g⊥ = 0. We
learned from our study that g⊥ is quenched in NIRIM-2 EPR
center because of the strong spin-orbit interaction in the or-
bital doublet ground state. This assumes that the ground state
of NE4/AB1 EPR center should be an orbital singlet. On
the other hand, the associated 1.72-eV optical center exhibits
a doublet structure with an energy gap of 4.7 ± 0.1 meV
(Ref. [50]). This indicates that the excited state should be
then an orbital doublet. Besides the NE4/AB1 EPR center
was observed in HPHT diamonds where the concentration of
nitrogen is high. Thus, it cannot be excluded that NE4/AB1
EPR center may contain nitrogen.

We conclude that the ground state should be an 2A1 (or
2A2) within C3v symmetry for NE4/AB1 EPR center. Simple
nickel substitutional defect or nickel split-vacancy defects do
not form such ground state as discussed in the main text. The
NiV defects with three nitrogens substituting nearby carbon
atoms were already identified in the EPR spectrum. The next
feasible models within the given constraints are either sub-

stitutional nickel with a substitutional nitrogen atom (NisNs)
or three substitutional nitrogen atoms [Nis(Ns)3]. We found
that none of the charge states of NisNs produce 2A1 ground
state. However, the Nis(Ns)0

3 defect exhibits 2A1 ground state,
and the neutral charge state is stable in N-doped diamond [see
Fig. 7(c)]. Thus, our tentative model for the NE4 EPR center
is the Nis(Ns)0

3 defect that we discuss further.
The g tensor of Nis(Ns)0

3 was determined with a method
as described in our previous study [101]. In particular, the g
tensor is modified from the free-electron value gS = 2.002319
because of the orbital moment of the Ni 3d orbitals in which
the defect wave function is largely localized. This justifies

FIG. 8. Ab initio PL spectrum of Nis(Ns)0
3 defect within Huang-

Rhys theory with taking into account only the symmetric (A1g)
phonons. ZPL stands for the zero-phonon line where the theoretical
ZPL was aligned to the experimental one at 1.717 eV for the sake
of clarity in the comparison of the corresponding phonon sidebands.
We applied 1-meV Gaussian broadening and its area under curve was
fitted to the experimental data. Additionally, we applied 3.5-meV
broadening for the theoretical sideband. Experimental data are taken
from Fig. 11 in Ref. [50].
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to calculate the total orbital moment (〈L̂x,y,z〉) of the defect
within the PAW sphere of the ions where the largest con-
tribution comes from the Ni ion. Because of C3v symmetry
〈L̂x〉 = 〈L̂y〉 = 〈L̂⊥〉. The main components of the g tensor
can be given as g‖ = gS + 2〈L̂z〉 and g⊥ = gS + 2〈L̂⊥〉. We
finally obtain g‖ = 2.0058 and g⊥ = 2.0942 which are in
good agreement with the experimental data.

Additionally, we determined the hyperfine coupling param-
eters for the three equivalent 14N isotopes: Axx = −2.0 MHz
‖ [1 −1 0], Ayy = −1.6 MHz ‖ [0.13 0.13 −0.98], Azz =
2.9 MHz ‖ [0.70 0.70 −0.18], where we depict hyperfine
main axes by the directions expressed in diamond crystal
axes inside the brackets. The 99.6% natural abundance of
14N isotopes ensures that the hyperfine splittings due to 14N
should be observable. However, as we mentioned in the
Introduction, no hyperfine splittings were observed for the
NE4/AB1 center. However, the Lorentzians of NE4/AB1
center exhibit linewidths approximately ∼10 MHz (∼0.4 mT)
in Refs. [52,102]. Our results imply that the 14N hyperfine
satellite may result in such as broadening. Most of the spin
density lies on the Ni atom and its first-neighbor carbon
atoms. Thus, we report A‖ = 60.1 MHz, A⊥ = 8.5 MHz for
13C and A‖ = −94 MHz, A⊥ = 146 MHz for 61Ni nuclear
spins. Here, we suggest additional EPR measurements for
the NE4/AB1 center to unambiguously prove the Nis(Ns)0

3
model.

Furthermore, the Nis(Ns)0
3 defect system can be optically

excited [see Fig. 7(c)]. According to our �SCF results, the
Nis(Ns)0

3 has two excited states. There is an 2E orbital doublet
approximately above the 2A ground state by ∼0.45 eV and
there is an additional one at 2E ′ at ∼1.7 eV. We note that
we had convergence issues (∼0.15 eV deviation) in these
excitation energies because the e and e′ Kohn-Sham orbitals
belong to the same representation in C3v symmetry. That is,
we see internal rotations between e and e′ orbitals during
the electronic self-consistent cycles that we primarily see as
the source numerical instability. To overcome this limitation
we applied a time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculation on a
NiN3C449H228

0 nanodiamond model by means of the PBE0
hybrid functional [103] as implemented in the TURBOMOLE

code as we described in Ref. [53]. According to our TTDFT
results, the first 2E level is at 0.63 eV and the second is at 2E ′
1.77 eV without geometry relaxation which agrees well with
our �SCF result in the supercell model.

We were able to determine the spin-orbit parameters for
the system within the PBE kernel in the 512-atom supercell
that was sufficiently large for convergent spin-orbit param-
eters to for NiV− (see Fig. 2). We placed a hole on the
e or e′ single-particle levels during a �SCF calculation to
determine the spin-orbit splitting. According to our results,
the e orbital exhibits λe = 21.9 meV spin-orbit splitting while
e′ exhibits λ′

e = 14.6 meV. However, these intrinsic values
need to be reduced by the Ham effect [104,105] similarly
that we did for NiV− in Sec. III C 2. Unfortunately, even
TDDFT procedure suffered from numerical instability with
C3v constraint enforced on the atomic positions, thus, we were
not able to determine the Jahn-Teller nature of the system and
thus the Ham reduction p factor. One may only compare the
experimental λexpt = 4.7 meV [50] data with the calculated
λ′

e = 14.6 meV intrinsic spin-orbit coupling which assumes
0 < p ≈ 0.32 < 1 Ham reduction factor.

Furthermore, we determined the vibronic sideband of the
2A ↔ 2E ′ optical transition by means of Huang-Rhys theory
(see Fig. 8). We constrained C3v symmetry on the excited-state
geometry relaxation and smeared the e hole by 50%-50%
on the ex and ey orbitals depicted in Fig. 7(c). We note that
because the HSE06 did not converge for the system, we used
only PBE functional to determine the relaxation. One can
clearly observe the nickel-related 31-meV localized effective
vibration mode in the PL spectrum.

In summary, although we cannot claim an unambiguous
identification for the NE4 EPR center and 1.72-eV opti-
cal center, we provide numerous features in the calculated
magneto-optical spectra that show the fingerprints of the cen-
ters. Namely, (i) we were able to identify the origin of splitting
in the PL spectrum (spin-orbit coupling); (ii) we identify
a 30-meV localized nickel vibration mode in the simulated
phonon sideband; (iii) the simulated g⊥, g‖ reproduces the
experimental data. Understanding the characteristic hyperfine
satellites from 14N nuclear spins should be further studied in
the experiments. In our interpretation, the hyperfine satellites
of 14N nuclear spins cause the broadening of the main EPR
line in NE4/AB1 EPR centers. On the other hand, 13C and
61Ni satellites exhibit much larger hyperfine splittings but
their natural abundance is only ∼1%, thus is barely visible
in the EPR spectrum. Therefore, we suggest to revisit the fine
hyperfine satellites of NE4/AB1 EPR center for unambiguous
identification.
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